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"Super Elly and The Mystery of the Missing Broccoli" is the second book in the Elly Problem
Solving Books series that includes "Why is Elly Covered in Jelly?" which debuted as #1 in New
Releases for both Early Childhood Education and Children's Asia & Asian America Stories!
Research has shown that children who are taught creative thinking and problem solving skills
become smarter, more independent, and more creative.With this book children of all ages can
easily learn the 5S methodology that has been used for decades in Fortune 500 organizations,
in a fun story with beautiful illustrations. The 5S methodology was developed in Japan and has
helped to enable major advances in multiple industries including manufacturing, healthcare,
education, and government. This book also introduces the concept of visual management within
5S. These foundational concepts can be applied everywhere and spur children to apply the
concepts at home and school.Join Elly and Millie as they figure out the mystery of the missing
broccoli. What will they do to find the missing broccoli and make sure the broccoli does not go
missing again? Another book in the Elly Problem Solving Series that parents and children both
love to read, with a very funny story and vibrant pictures that spark conversation after the story is
over.This book is perfect for:• Early readers and precocious children that love to read and learn.•
Families that want to encourage critical thinking and intellectual curiosity for their children.•
Teachers and libraries that want a book that teaches adult concepts in a way that children can
easily understand, with diverse characters and a unique story.About the Author:David Huynh
graduated from the University of Texas with a B.S. in Computer Science and an M.S. in
Information Technology Management. He has spent his career integrating people, process, and
technology. Writing children's books combines his passions of family, creativity, learning, and
problem solving. Follow David on social media @davidhuynhbooks to support his goal of
promoting children's literacy and education.
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Richelle, “Fun and informative. Our kids like this series with Elly. They enjoy learning with Millie
and the silly call outs in the story to the various items in her play kitchen. The story is relatable
and the kids are happy to see Millie triumphant as she solves her problem and learns ways to
sustain her progress.”

Patrick Leong, “Simply Amazing. Love the wonderful artwork and the story! Absolutely great!”

N. Davis, “Great lesson for little ones. This is a great book for little ones to learn valuable life
lessons like problem solving. Reminded me of my childhood...made me smile.”

Blake, “Another great problem solving book!. My 3yr old Niece enjoyed this problem solving
lesson since she also loves playing in her play-kitchen at grandma's house. The problem
solving is a great way to entertain and begin some valuable problem solving skills.”

The book by David Huynh has a rating of  5 out of 5.0. 4 people have provided feedback.
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